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News Release: New Colors of Otter’s “Soft Milking Egg”© Materials
We have added an array of new and exciting colors to further enhance the selections of Otter’s
“Soft Milking Egg”© materials for tied fly patterns or for “Pegging” your eggs.

New Dead Egg Color
"The Otter" has added another new "killer" dead egg Glow color “Michigan Gold”. It's brighter
than our Apricot Opaque color, between that Apricot Opaque shade and our pure Dead Egg White
opaque color. This new addition was developed at the urging of Matt Supinski @ Gray Drake
Lodge (231-250-2846), www.graydrake.com) on the Muskegon River in Michigan.

New "Flash" Colors and "Custom Tied Flies" Options
After success with our four initial “Flash” colors (Kiwi/Silver, Tangerine/Red, Tango/Silver and
Apricot/Silver), we are now adding these transparent egg colors with that bright sparkle and flash
as attractor colors and to duplicate initial coloration changes of “dying eggs”.
Salmon Egg/Silver Flash and Buff/Silver Flash are bright, glittering and new transparent
attractor Otter Egg colorations. Used alone or coupled with a small bead inside, to form Otter’s
“Embryo Egg”© patterns, results in two more new and deadly Otter Egg patterns for selective
trout, salmon and steelhead. Tied flies in these 3 new colors are not yet offered on the web site
but we can offer tied flies by using our "Custom Tied Fly" section on the web site! Just fill in
the egg size, hook size and color you need and we can accommodate your needs!!!!

New Otter's "Mottled Soft Milking Egg" Color Developments
Otter's new “Mottled” colors are being developed and lake/stream tested. You will no longer
have to hand paint (or use) the hard plastic beads.
Otter's "Mottled Soft Milking Egg” can be used for your "Pegging" needs! Our soft egg material
products are as close to the "real deal " as possible! That softness alone keeps fish hanging on
longer for more and better hook-ups! Pegging with our materials is easy using several methods,
all demonstrated under “Tying Tips” on our web site (www.softmilkingegg.com). We will
release for sale these new "mottled eggs" as soon as field trials are complete later this year!

"Embryo Egg"©-Buff /Silver Flash
Orange Bead

"Embryo Egg"©-Salmon Egg/Silver Flash
Ruby Bead
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Buff/Silver Flash

Salmon Egg/ Silver Flash

Michigan Gold

Michigan Gold "Embryo Egg"©
Dark Red Bead

